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I am involved in a network whose members share an interest in how technology

can change business models in the financial services sector. Many of the ideascan change business models in the financial services sector. Many of the ideas

for this presentation have come from discussions with my fellow members.

There are two items in particular I wish to draw your attention to.

i) Whether it is (digital) healthcare, banking or insurance, mobile phone

companies could well be tomorrow’s competitors for you. You all have your

iPhones, Blackberrys or equivalents on the table in front of you. They are

the first point of contact you have with the world of information – and

mobile phone companies want to provide more value-added content than

they do today. If you don’t see them as potential competitors they could

kill you.

ii) The insurance sector has a tendency to be male, pale and stale. You are not

representative of the markets you serve. That’s a risk you don’t need to

have. I recommend that you read Sheconomics and then take a fresh look

at what you say to consumers and how you say it.
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As a businessman I want to see a financial services sector that is diversified

because that is good for consumers, good for innovation, good for thebecause that is good for consumers, good for innovation, good for the

economy and good for society.

I am a supporter of mutuality because I think that this model is better than

others for solving some types of problems and for encouraging some types of

opportunity.

For me, as a consumer, mutuality would be a stronger, more relevant

proposition if all mutuals – building societies, credit unions, healthcare

companies and insurers came under a single umbrella: that would give the

sector GRAVITAS.

Mutuality seems to work best when there’s a clear audience or target market

– farmers and agricultural workers, the police, or teachers; or when there is a

core them around which customers connect such as green issues; or a strong

community identity.

But, as a consumer, I don’t see why companies such as Benenden Healthcare

or Simply Health would define themselves as financial mutuals and not

healthcare mutuals.

If building societies, mutual insurers, and mutual healthcare companies were

customer-centric and not product-centric would we have this problem?
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There’s more to business life than Solvency II. Developments in the fields ofThere’s more to business life than Solvency II. Developments in the fields of

Behavioural Economics and Social Media require you to take ask the

deceptively simple questions – What business are we in? Where do we create

value and how is that likely to change in the next few years?
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Let us get down to specifics.

This is a question that we’re including in a research project in which I am

currently involved.

What is your estimate?

The information we’ve gathered so far suggests that the answer is about 25%
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Ninety to 100 percent is probably unrealistic – but 70% is arguably the

minimum.minimum.

This is a major vulnerability that is easy to fix.
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The information that we have thus far indicates that most employees do NOTThe information that we have thus far indicates that most employees do NOT

have mutuality and its benefits explained when they join the company.
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Management fads come and go, but these two HBR articles have stood theManagement fads come and go, but these two HBR articles have stood the

test of time.

I would argue that EVERY manager, certainly every Director, should be familiar

with them and understand their relevance to his/her business.
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As a business consultant I have to include at least one 2x2 in my presentation!As a business consultant I have to include at least one 2x2 in my presentation!

The (over)focus on Regulation and the amount of management resource that it

is consuming means that insurance companies – whether PLCs or mutuals –

are paying insufficient attention to activities that can create value: or threats

that can be serious.

Because this sector is a late-adopter of new ideas and new technologies it is

vulnerable to risks in the bottom right quadrant: We Don’t Know We Don’t

Know’.
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We should mistrust the level of comfort we feel in our comfort zone. While weWe should mistrust the level of comfort we feel in our comfort zone. While we

are focusing on Regulation and internally generated KPIs we are more

vulnerable than we realise.
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This is a deceptively simple question. Most companies make the mistake of

defining their business in terms of the products they sell rather than thedefining their business in terms of the products they sell rather than the

benefits customers buy.

Hollywood studios, for example thought they were in the movie business so

they saw Video Cassettes, VCRs and, later their digital equivalents as threats:

so, Canute like, they spent money on lawyers and lawsuits defending that

which could not be defended. Had they understood that they were in the

business of family entertainment they would have realised that video-

cassettes and DVDs were more of an opportunity than a threat.

•Are Wizzair and Air France in the same business?

•Are Virgin Trains and The Orient Express in the same business?

•Are Sony and Bang & Olofsson in the same business?

If you’re in the insurance business how does being a mutual help?

Or are you in the risk-management business? Or the ‘peace of mind business’?

Or the business of socio-economic cohesion? Or something else?
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If you think the question is of Academic interest only, consider this. HMV (aIf you think the question is of Academic interest only, consider this. HMV (a

high street retailer that sells music CDs, films, and games), HP, Kodak, Nokia

and Microsoft (with Windows Phone) would not have seen each other as being

major competitors because ‘they were in different businesses’: but they’ve all

been hurt by Apple.

Is your business immune to such disruption?
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I hope I have persuaded you that there is merit in asking, “What business areI hope I have persuaded you that there is merit in asking, “What business are

we in – and what are the implications for our strategy?” I now want to

consider, briefly, the importance to us all of behavioural economics and, after

that, social media.
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You may think that you are in charge of your brain but the fact is your brain isYou may think that you are in charge of your brain but the fact is your brain is

in charge of you.

From a combination of evolution and your own personal experiences your

brain has constructed models of ‘the way the world is’ and most of the times

these models work well. Occasionally they don’t. Visuals illusions are

examples of this.

The lines in this diagram are parallel. You can prove that they are by using

tracing paper, a ruler and a pencil. But even after you have proved that the

lines are parallel you can not change your perception. The illusion persists.

Most of the time, information does not change our beliefs.
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Most of the people in the insurance sector are ‘econs’ rather than ‘normals’.

Econs are rational and logical and have been the main architects of classicalEcons are rational and logical and have been the main architects of classical

economics. They have assumed that:

•We act to maximise personal benefit when making a decision.

•We pay attention to all the information that is available to us.

•Our decision making is calculated, rational and consistent.

Such beliefs are plausible but they are contradicted by the evidence.

Most of our decision making – more than 90% of it – is subconscious.
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We have Stone Age brains in 21C skulls.We have Stone Age brains in 21C skulls.

Our brains have evolved specialised areas to deal with speech, music, risk,

reward and time – but they’ve not had time to develop a specialised area for

money. That’s important because it means that ‘money’ is treated differently

by the brain under different circumstances.
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Usually when working on financial decisions our brains (subconsciously) focusUsually when working on financial decisions our brains (subconsciously) focus

first on the rewards or benefits – are they easy to understand and predictable?

Then we look at the costs and/or risks that are involved in achieving the

benefits; and finally – the time dimension: how long do we have to wait

before we can experience the benefits?

Credit cards fit well with how the brain works: the benefits are easy to

understand and are quickly experienced; we perceive that the costs or risks

are low because we can pay off the debt quickly if we want to; and the

timescale is easy to understand and manage because we get a monthly

statement.

Pensions are ‘toxic’ for the brain: the benefits are unclear and unpredictable;

there’s little or no certainty or because governments and employers tend to

change the rules (‘move the goalposts’) from time to time; and if we do get

anything it’s a long way off – and we’ve real problems to solve right here, right

now.
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In classical economics the number of emotional-positives we experience by aIn classical economics the number of emotional-positives we experience by a

100 Euro gain is equivalent to the emotional-negatives we experience by a 100

Euro loss. This is logically correct but psychologically false.

Subconsciously, the brain will invest more in avoiding a loss than it will in

trying to achieve a gain. This is referred to as ‘Loss Aversion’.

Another logical truism is that a Euro is a Euro (what economists call

‘fungibility’) – but psychologically we treat Euros differently based on where

they’ve come from and what we plan to use them for. This is referred to as

‘Mental Accounting’.

When, for example, we get a tax rebate we subconsciously treat that as a

restored loss and are inclined to save it. (This is one reason why tax rebates

don’t have the stimulus effect that politicians, bankers and economist expect).

Yet if we received the same amount of money as a lottery win it is ‘funny

money’ and we feel it is OK to splurge. Logically the money involved is the

same; psychologically it isn’t.
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Here’s an example of Mental Accounting.

Most ‘econs’ will say that they have lost €350

Most ‘normals’ say that they have won €50

A few people will say they’ve won €150 because they’d written off the €100

betting money and didn’t except to see any of it at the end of the evening.

How would you sell the benefits of your products and services to each of these

three different ‘types’?
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In this example, classical economics and logic would suggest that option (b)In this example, classical economics and logic would suggest that option (b)

would be the most successful with consumers followed by option (c).

Illustrating The Status Quo Effect, in the real world option (a) is the most

successful.
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Mutual enterprises have an important advantage over our PLC cousins andMutual enterprises have an important advantage over our PLC cousins and

competitors – we’re a social species hardwired to co-operate.

One consequence of this is that mutuals’ managers should consider member-

to-member engagement not just member-with-company engagement: but

few, if any do. An opportunity lost.
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If we want evidence that mutuality is alive and well in the modern era consider

these enterprises.these enterprises.

Facebook and LinkedIn could not have achieved their success were we not

hardwired to connect with others.

Twitter could not have grown so big so quickly if we weren’t interested in

knowing what other people were up to. (Twitter also highlights the fact that

followers choose leaders: leaders do not choose followers.)

Netmums and mumsnet each have more than half a million members.

The success of genealogy sites such as ancestry.co.uk remind us that we

should be focusing on families rather than individuals for many financial

services propositions.

ZOPA is a person-to-person lending/borrowing site.
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For those of us who work in organisations that are run as ‘going concerns’ oneFor those of us who work in organisations that are run as ‘going concerns’ one

day is pretty much the same as another; Groundhog Days give way to

Groundhog Years.

In the real world – away from the office – life is increasingly organised around

CAMPAIGNS, and mutuals are better positioned than their PLC cousins and

competitors to benefit from this development, because campaigns are all

about (customer) engagement and people coming together to achieve a

shared objective.
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Which one is the England supporter?Which one is the England supporter?

With the European Championships kicking off we should remind ourselves of

the importance of Tribes.

In the past what tribe we belonged to was based on kinship not choice: today,

in Western markets particularly, any tribal affiliations are based on choice.

At the heart of a true mutual there’s a TRIBE.
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Let’s build on this concept of TRIBE. Let’s think about ‘The T Shirt Test’Let’s build on this concept of TRIBE. Let’s think about ‘The T Shirt Test’

Of which tribes are you a member? I am a member of ‘The Economist Tribe’: if

I saw a person on the train or walking down the street wearing an Economist

T-shirt I’d introduce myself to him/her.

Although I enjoy bird-watching and am a member of The Royal Society for the

Protection of Birds I do not see myself as belonging to the RSPB tribe.

How many members does the Amice tribe have?

Do you know who the tribe members are in your enterprise? How do you

recognize them? How do they recognize each other?
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The main opportunity here is probably (a) followed by (d).

The conventional wisdom (an oxymoron?) in the world of financial mutuals is

that the ownership structure matters. However, just because it is TRUE that

financial mutuals do not have shareholders does not mean that it is RELEVANT.

The evidence suggests that the majority of customers attach no importance to

the ‘no shareholders’ message.
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